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Abstract 
Ab initio methods of density functional theory and pseudopotentials were used to study the structure, electronic states, 
total energy of tin nanoparticles. The values of elastic modulus of nanoparticles studied significantly exceed the value 
of bulk tin, and also depend on the atomic configuration of the nanoparticle.  
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1. Introduction 
Studies of nanoparticles provide fundamental understanding of materials at the nanoscale and may lead 
to new materials with desired properties. During the past years a large number of experimental and 
theoretical works have been performed for metal clusters to understand their physical-chemical 
properties. Properties of nanoparticles differ from bulk because most of the atoms lie on the surface. This 
often leads to structures that are very different from bulk. Bulk tin is unique as it has two allotropes with 
distinct properties (1) semi conducting Į-tin with diamond structure stable below 286 K body and (2) 
metallic ȕ-tin with body centered tetragonal structure that is stable under ambient conditions. In the works 
[1,2,3] studied the equilibrium geometry of nanoparticles of tin. The results of these studies are the 
electronic and energy characteristics of nanoparticles (including bond lengths, bond energies, HOMO-
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LOMO gap). However, researchers do not affect the mechanical properties of nanoparticles. The purpose 
of this study was to investigate the laws of the elastic behavior of nanoparticles Sn by determining their 
elastic modulus. The data obtained will be interesting for further fundamental studies of material 
properties, and for the "predictions" of choosing the most optimum size and shape of nanoparticles of Sn 
in applied science. 
2. Computation details 
I used fhi96md [4] and fhi98pp [5] program packages. The calculations were performed using a plane-
wave basis set and separable norm-conserving pseudopotentials with generalized gradient approximation 
(GGA) [6] for the exchange-correlation energy. The cut-off energy for the plane wave expansion is taken 
to be 30,0 Ry. We used a cubic supercell of 25×25×25 a.u. (1 a.u. = 0,529 Å), and the Ƚ point for the zone 
integrations The ab initio stimulations were performed for Snn, where n = 4 – 7 the number of atoms in a 
particle. Calculated binding energies and HOMO–LUMO gaps of Snn for definition of reliability of spent 
modelling. We have compared bond length and binding energies in particles to the known data. For the 
analysis of the elastic characteristics, we used the technique [7], which was previously used in studies [8]. 
The elastic modulus K was determined from the change in the total particle energy E in its deformation 
(elongation or compression) along a certain direction d:
where V0 and d0 – volume and length of the particle in equilibrium (ground state). 
3. Results and discussions 
I have been received equilibrium geometry of small tin nanoparticles (Fig. 1). Also indicate the 
direction of the axes along which the deformation of the particles was carried out .  
Fig. 1. Geometry of tin nanoparticles: (a) Sn4; (b) Sn5; (c) Sn6; (d) Sn7
Table 1 summarizes the results of the binding energies, HOMO–LUMO gaps, bond lengths, and the 
results calculated of Snn for comparison with previously known similar studies.  
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Table 1. Comparative analysis of the characteristics of Snn (n = 4 – 7) 
n
Data source Bonds length, ǖ
Binding energy Eb, 
eV/atom 
HOMO_LUMO energy 
gap Eg,, eV 
4
Our calk 2,84 2,102 1,28 
Known date 
2,68* 
2,83** 
2,13* 
1,90** 
1,08** 
0,98*** 
5
Our calk 2,83 2,323 1,64 
Known date 2,83** 2,02** 
2,52** 
1,25*** 
6
Our calk 2,91 2,66 1,5
Known date 2,83** 2,17** 
2,49** 
1,56*** 
7
Our calk 3,05 2,596 1,5 
Known date 3,04** 2,29** 
2,42** 
1,55*** 
* – [1]; ** – [2]; *** – [3] 
In the process of deformation of the particle boundary atoms were fixed, and the others were free to 
relax. Deformation of particles (compression and tension) was carried out within 2% of the equilibrium 
length of the particle. Table 2 summarizes the results calculated of elastic modulus of Snn and value for 
bulk tin. 
Table 2. Comparative analysis calculated value ɨf elastic modulus of Snn (n=4-7) and value for bulk tin 
n Direction of the deformation K,GPa K mas, GPa 
4
Ox 500
38.9 
48.5 
               53.7          [9] 
60.1 
104.6 
Oy 830
5
Ox 170
Oy 280
Oz 340
6
Ox 370
Oy 480
Oz 530
7
Ox 320
Oy 409
Oz 381
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4.Conclusions 
Ab initio methods of density functional theory and pseudopotentials were used to study the structure, 
electronic states, and total energy of tin nanoparticles. The volume of elastic modulus investigated of Sn 
nanoparticles are exceeded by value for massive Sn. This is typical and consistent with similar studies of 
the elastic properties of nanoparticles of other materials. 
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